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RLF Proudly presents a dedicated website http://www.soilmatters.info  

WHY SOIL MATTERS  

Healthy soil is the foundation of the world's food system 

and soil sustains life. These are the two indisputable 

facts and certainties for the world's agricultural systems. 

Healthy soils produce healthy crops and pastures, that 

in turn provide nutrition and daily sustenance for                  

people everywhere.   

by Carol Phillips, Executive Consultant Communications and Media 

 

The content of this media page was accurate and current at the time that it was written. This media release is provided for interested customers and other 

parties, and will remain a matter of RLF's historical record. Viewed in this context RLF therefore undertakes no obligation to update either material or content. 

It is often said that agriculture is the only essential industry on earth. This then is all the more reason to understand the important 

role that we can all play in underwriting the management and care of our precious soil through modern farming practice and 

restorative agricultural processes. 

 

In www.soilmatters.info RLF presents a platform for the exchange of information and ideas specifically relating to the soil. It also 

acknowledges the premise of soil sustainability if the gains needed to face future food security challenges are to be met. 

 

RLF recognises the importance of caring for our agricultural soils and is at the forefront of developing sustainable products, 

technologies and fertiliser concepts that all work for this important goal. RLF understands that maintaining healthy soils demands 

effort from every sector, and that continual improvement, innovation and advancing knowledge all have an important role to play.  

Our soils are not endlessly accommodating, benevolent, generous, good-natured and giving – they are a living, dynamic 

ecosystem that requires careful management if they are to survive and keep performing well.   

In this website you can find : 

 

 editorials and informative articles 

 science-based publications of both technical and practical relevance 

 links to 'modern-day farming practice' concepts that restores goodness to the soil 

 access to other websites that complement the goals of this specialised site  

 innovative product information  

 videos showing practices and results  

 farmer feedback  

 tips and trivia 

 easy access to all the services offered by RLF 

Soil is the basis of our earth's agricultural ecosystems. 

 

Soil gives us our food. 

 

Soil generates the livelihoods of millions of our customers worldwide. 

 

Soil is not an infinite resource.   

 

2015 – Observing FAO International Year of Soils 
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